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Recent patent applications in high-throughput screening
Patent # Subject Assignee Inventor(s) Priority Publication 

application date
date

WO 200435810 A method for determining the activity of enzymes in a nonmevalonate BioAgency Altincicek B, 10/11/2002 4/29/2004

isoprenoid pathway involving incubation with a substrate and electron- (Hamburg, Germany) Hintz M,   

transfer agent; useful in screening for microbicides and herbicides. Jomaa H, Kollas A, 

Sanderbrand S,

Wiesner J

WO 200435834 A nucleic acid hybridization device comprising a solid surface or sup- Radius Biosciences Evans DM, 10/17/2002 4/29/2004

port of indium tin oxide with one or more nucleic acid molecules imm- (Medfield, MA, USA) Fosdick SW

obilized onto it, which are capable of hybridizing to a complementary

nucleic acid molecule.

WO 200434052 A high-throughput assay device for identifying a compound that alters St. Boniface General Hryshko L 10/9/2002 4/22/2004

membrane traffic; comprises a hollow tube having sidewalls defining Hospital (Winnipeg,

an inner cavity for passing a first flowable fluid, open ends and an Manitoba, Canada)

opening for mounting a membrane.

WO 200434012 A set of devices used for multiplexed analysis of samples or reagents, Virtual Arrays Goldbard S,  9/24/2002 4/22/2004

comprising particles each having a code, which is different for at least (Mountain View, CA, Hyun WC,

two of the particles, with each particle including an assay portion for USA) Ravkin Y,

association with a sample or at least one reagent, and a frame portion Zarowitz MA

contrasting optically with the assay portion.

WO 200433647 A method for testing a compound for activity as an agonist or antagon- Merck & Co. Bennett PB,  10/10/2002 4/22/2004

ist of a calcium channel, comprising contacting a cell expressing a (Whitehouse Sta., NJ, Cohen CJ,

functional voltage-gated calcium ion channel and a functional potas- USA) Connolly TM,

sium ion channel with a solution having a potassium concentration Xia M

where the membrane potential of the cell is modulated without fully 

depolarizing the cell. 

WO 200434054 An improved bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) assay 7TM Pharma Heding A 1/22/2003 4/22/2004

for identifying a G protein–coupled receptor (GPCR) agonist or anta- (Hørsholm, Denmark)

gonist by adding a substrate to a cell comprising GPCR-Rluc and beta-

arrestin-GFP fusion protein, adding a ligand to obtain and measuring 

a BRET signal to obtain a BRET ratio.

EP 1411345 Fluorimetric parallel analysis of biochemical samples, involving det- DIREVO Biotech Kettling U,  10/17/2002 4/21/2004

ection of laser-induced fluorescence, followed by extraction of time- (Köln, Germany) Koltermann A,

resolved multi-parameter information about the sample; useful for Scharte M, 

parallel analysis of biochemical or biological samples for high- Walla PJ

throughput screening applications.

WO 200429566 An enhanced-sensitivity drug compound screening device that has a BioTechPlex Kulseth RC, 9/26/2002 4/8/2004

fluorescence detection unit coupled to a fluorescence separation unit (Elk Grove Village, IL, Wong LB

to count photons emitted by a light beam of different wavelengths. USA)

WO 200425266 A microfluidic system comprising a substrate, a cell sorting system Cytonome Boehm S,  12/23/2002 3/25/2004

formed on the substrate for sorting cells based on a predetermined (Watertown, MA, USA) Deshpande M, 

characteristic, and a screening system formed on the substrate for Gilbert JR

screening cells, where the screening system has a mixing region for 

mixing the cells with a test compound and a detection region for 

detecting the effect of the test compound on the cells.

US 20040052730 A method for in vivo screening a candidate compound for activity as Cytoscan Sciences Hochman DW 6/3/2003 3/18/2004

a diagnostic or therapeutic agent; comprises acquiring test data sets (Seattle, WA, USA)

corresponding to optical properties of spatial location(s) in the sam-

ple and creating test map(s) of the magnitude of test data sets.

Source: Derwent Information, Alexandria, VA. The status of each application is slightly different from country to country. For further details, contact Derwent Information, 1725 Duke
Street, Suite 250, Alexandria, Va 22314. Tel: 1 (800) DERWENT (info@derwent.com).
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